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Can The Book Still Kill The Building?
Thibaut de Ruyter
Translation : Simon Pleasance
Three  recent  books  broach  architecture  criticism  from  an  historical,  practical  and
theoretical angle. Each in their own way, they paint a complex and complete picture of
the current situation with regard to this subject: The Printed and the Built traces the
European  adventure  of  the  19th century  press;  From  Crisis  to  Crisis analyzes  the
globalized world; Critique de l’architecture : un état des lieux contemporain proposes a novel
summary in France, reinstating the historical origins of criticism and creating openings
for its practice today. The structure and the approach of these books—many different
contributions, transcriptions of discussions and, in the case of the last of the three, an
artist’s book—are radically different.
The Printed and the Built, edited by Mari Hvattum and Anne Hultzsch, includes no less
than  thirty  contributions  dealing  with  the  relations  between  architecture  and  the
written press in the 19th century. As an important theoretical summary, the book opens
with the French Revolution (Marteen Delbeke1), proceeds via the Industrial Revolution
(Stephen Bann closely examines the arrival of representations in the press by way of
engraving, lithography and various means of technical reproduction), and occasionally
ventures  down some lovely  byways.  In  their  introduction,  Mari  Hvattum and Anne
Hultzsch remind us that the architectural press precisely assumed the form we know it
to have today during the 19th century. Because of technological improvement, printing
developed as never before and publications increased dramatically in number. For the
first time the “general public” was confronted with both architecture and discussions
about it. Printing techniques altered things and illustrations appeared in pride of place
in the layout of newspapers. This apparent revolution calls to mind the wanderings and
pleasures of the post-Internet age. So the adventure of the Crystal Palace, in London
(1851), is intelligently recounted, and regularly broached, in the book. Known to all
architects,  the  building  now only  exists  in  the  form  of  reproductions.  It  owes  its
posterity and its myth de facto to its reception in the press and two printed pictures.
The Crystal Palace had already understood and embraced the power of the media, from
its  conception.  As is  evoked in an illustration in the book,  a  printing machine was
displayed in it, and printed a newspaper “live”, in front of visitors. The link between
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architecture and its promotion becomes a sort of snake biting its own tail; the press
communicating about a building, which communicates with the press, and so on and so
forth. In Beatriz Colomina’s contribution to the book The Printed and the Built, she recalls
that for an exhibition at the Crystal Palace in 1896, one attraction was to have yourself
X-rayed  and  to  return  home  clutching  a souvenir  photo.  The  author  likens  the
invention of X-rays to the iconic glass constructions of modernity2 by analyzing the
connection  of  images  making  the  inside  of  the  human  body  visible  and  the
transparency  of  modern  forms  of  architecture.  She  reveals  this  linkage  with  the
presence of X-ray images in architecture magazines, where the use of the term “X-
rays” recurs in the arguments of  architects  (Le Corbusier)  and in the comments of
inhabitants.3 As  illustrated by her writings for  several  years  now, Beatriz  Colomina
rightly compares two seemingly alien fields. She does not study architecture per se, but
uses a technical improvement to better understand how the discourse and practice of
architecture are nurtured by what surrounds them, and by what we might call “the
spirit of the times”. Her work as a critic is thus that of someone clearing the way, and of
a  creative  person  who,  starting  from  known  historical  phenomena,  invents  an
unexpected discourse.
The two authors of the preface to The Printed and the Built,  published in 2018, were
unable to imagine the future when they quote Victor Hugo: “The book will  kill  the
building”.  In  Notre-Dame  de  Paris,  this  latter  wrote:  “[…]  up  until  the  15th century,
architecture  was  the  principal  chord  of  humanity;  in  this  interval  there  has  not
appeared in the world a slightly complicated way of thinking that has not created a
building; every popular idea like every religious law has had its monuments; [and] the
human species, lastly, has had no important thoughts which have not been written in
stone […]. So what precarious immortality the manuscript has! A building is a book, in
very different ways solid, lasting and resistant! To destroy the written word, all that is
needed is  a  torch and a  Turk.  To  demolish  the  constructed word,  it  takes  a  social
revolution, a terrestrial revolution. […] Architecture is usurped. Orpheus’s letters of
stone would be followed by Gutenberg’s letters of lead. The book will kill the building.”4
The news over these last few months prompts us to re-read these words, thinking of
the way in which the media have presented the cathedral in flames, hour after hour,
involving pundits in TV programmes (a “recipe” introduced and thoroughly proven
since 9/11). One of the recurrent scenes on our screens borrowed an excerpt from a
video game, Assassin’s Creed Unity (2014), where the player was invited to climb Notre-
Dame, in an artificial and acrobatic way, precisely where the firemen had done their
work. The true and the false have been associated to create a TV show.
The  19th century  was  a  period  of  technical  revolutions  which  saw  the  birth  of
illustrations in publications, whereas the 21st century is witnessing the death of texts in
favour of light screens and images invented from scratch by computers. This crisis of
awareness,  this sense of a loss of power for critics,  appears in the two other books
associated with recent events. If architecture criticism admits that it is in a state of
crisis, it is not yet dead, as the French review Criticat would like to attest, occupying as
it  does  a  pride  of  place  in  From  Crisis  to  Crisis,  edited  by Nasrine  Seraji,  Sony
Devabhaktuni  and  Xiaoxuan  Lu.  Bringing  together  the  testimony  of  international
architecture critics,  this book reflects the present-day globalized world,  from China
making its appearance on the academic stage, to post-revolutionary Iran,5 to postwar
Japan,6 by way of an Australian blogger. In her preface, Nasrine Seraji  draws up an
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inventory of the architecture press: “Around the globe, architectural periodicals serve
as the advertising agencies and portfolios of architects. Magazines such as L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui live on the fumes of early myth, though very much in despair: no budget,
hence  no real  editorial  line.Every  issue  is  guest  edited  and  fragmented.  Freelance
writers work not knowing whether they will contribute, and be paid, from one issue to
the next.  Dezeen and ArchDaily (‘broadcasting architecture worldwide’)  have usurped
the  role  of  the  printed  page,  replacing  it  with  a  single,  continuous  stream  of
advertising,  architectural  objects,  ‘daily-design’  paraphernalia  and  interviews.  All
within an infinite database of content, saturated images and the possibility to click as
you please, or as you ‘like’; this information is read by a global community of architects
as the whole truth. The few magazines that discuss architecture as a socio-political
urgency are most-often run by teaching staff,  researchers and architects discontent
with the state of practice. They are sometimes non-profit organisations: Log, Criticat, 
OASE, Manifest and AA Files are among the best”. 7 Nasrine Seraji then points out, in a
footnote, that the mythical AA Files no longer appear since she wrote her essay, and
that, in fact, the landscape of publications associated with architecture has become a
little more desertified.
The magazine Criticat is referred to by one of its founders, Françoise Fromonot,8 where
she  expresses  her  own  commitment  and  that  of  the  publication.  Namely,  an
architecture  review  not  afraid  to  question  media  success  and  commonplaces.  She
reverts to the desire to challenge the consensus surrounding the activities of Lacaton
and Vassal, and the decision to study the Centre Pompidou in Metz in connection with
the  other  buildings  constructed  in  the  city  at  the  same  time,  comparing  the
extraordinary with the ordinary. There is much talk, page after page, of freedom and
independence. For his part, Graham Brenton McKay explains the editorial line of his
blog  and the  worldwide  networks  which  this  kind  of  medium makes  it  possible  to
create.9 Once again, it seems that architecture criticism is still with us, but that it has
changed its distribution method. The structure of From Crisis to Crisis reflects the initial
plan for the symposium lying at the root of the book, at Hong Kong University. Each
chapter contains critical contributions then offers transcripts of discussions with the
public.
Even more recently, we are indebted to Hélène Jannière for having further developed,
from a theoretical angle, the many different issues and problems raised by architecture
criticism.  She  returns  at  length  to  the  evolution  of  architectural  praxis  since  the
Second World War—and especially over the past forty years (i.e. since the arrival of
“starchitects”  and  the  incipient  loss  of  critics’  influence  in  the  1980s,  gradually
replaced  by  certified  mediators).  She  deals  both  with  disagreements  between
“journalists” and “specialists” and the distinctive features of architecture criticism in
her  pragmatic  and  dogmatic  approach  to  the  subject.  Proposing  an  extremely
comprehensive overview of the recent field of the history of architecture criticism, the
author also makes mention of the varied range of methods and tools available to critics:
creativity, imagery, form, function, details, and the intelligence of spatial, social, urban,
and environmental solutions. We find ourselves wanting to write the word “criticism”
in the plural, so impossible does the possibility of a single vision seem. Above all, at the
end of  the book,  she develops avenues for a practice of  the history of  architecture
criticism—particularly by aligning it  with art criticism. To do this,  she quotes Jean-
Marc Poinsot and Pierre-Henry Frangne, who, in L’Invention de la critique d’art (2002),
describe  the  four  principal  “operations”  of  art  criticism:  description,  evaluation,
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interpretation and expression.10 Hélène Jannière then adapts their method to her area
of study, adding: “This clarification is not without interest for architecture criticism. It
attacks any prescriptive and dogmatic definition of what the critic “must” do; and it
makes any frozen and static definition impossible. Lastly, it is in the superposition and
co-existence of the “four operations” that the specific nature of art criticism resides, its
second specific feature being that it operates in the presence of a singular work and
does not produce a general discourse on art (or architecture).  The superposition of
these functions, the idea of a criticism that describes, evaluates and interprets the work
in its singularity, indexed to the present, seems to be one of the fruitful avenues for
singling  out  architecture  criticism  and,  at  least  temporarily,  shedding  the  obstacle
formed by the blurred boundaries between criticism and theory, which complicate any
description of the “critical” object.”11 By staking out a subject of study still requiring
clearance, this book helps us to better grasp a praxis that is possibly describing itself as
being in a state of crisis a little too fast.
Where is architecture criticism now? In books? In the press? On the Internet? Probably
in the small pamphlet-like publications of B2 Editions and La Fabrique, in exhibition
catalogues,12 in  magazines  like  Le  Visiteur and  Criticat,  in  blogs,  and  in  research
laboratories in schools. In any event, precisely where authors have a certain financial
and intellectual freedom. One thing is certain: the great debates of the 20th century are
a thing of the past. In a world made of colourful images, looked at for barely a few
seconds  on  a  smartphone  screen,  then  almost  immediately  forgotten  about  and
impossible to find again the next day, the written word and the spoken word have their
role to play,  and more than ever. Criticism is  bound to open up the mind,  overlap
disciplines and question accepted ideas. But to do this, it has to confront intelligent and
intelligible architectural forms—and not just beautiful images (because before writing
about a building you must have visited it, as Françoise Fromonot points out). In recent
years,  architects  have  abandoned writing.  When can we expect  the  next  manifesto
written by an architect capable of firing up the critical debate? Is it not architecture,
rather than criticism, that is in a state of crisis?
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